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Philosophers have always enjoyed asking awkward and provocative questions, such as: What is the nature of reality? What are human
beings really like? What is special about the human mind and consciousness? Are we free to choose who we are and what we do? Can we
prove that God exists? Can we be certain about anything at all? What is truth? Does language provide us with a true picture of the world?
How should we behave towards each other? Do computers think? "Introducing Philosophy" is a comprehensive graphic guide to the thinking
of all the significant philosophers of the Western world from Heraclitus to Derrida. It examines and explains their key arguments and ideas
without being obscure or solemn. Lively and accessible, it is the perfect introduction to philosophers and philosophical ideas for anyone
coming to the subject for the first time.
This companion provides a definitive and cutting-edge guide to the study of imaginary and virtual worlds across a range of media, including
literature, television, film, and games. From the Star Trek universe, Thomas More’s classic Utopia, and J. R. R. Tolkien’s Arda, to elaborate,
user-created game worlds like Minecraft, contributors present interdisciplinary perspectives on authorship, world structure/design, and
narrative. The Routledge Companion to Imaginary Worlds offers new approaches to imaginary worlds as an art form and cultural
phenomenon, explorations of the technical and creative dimensions of world-building, and studies of specific worlds and worldbuilders.
In Gut Feminism Elizabeth A. Wilson urges feminists to rethink their resistance to biological and pharmaceutical data. Turning her attention to
the gut and depression, she asks what conceptual and methodological innovations become possible when feminist theory isn’t so
instinctively antibiological. She examines research on anti-depressants, placebos, transference, phantasy, eating disorders and suicidality
with two goals in mind: to show how pharmaceutical data can be useful for feminist theory, and to address the necessary role of aggression in
feminist politics. Gut Feminism’s provocative challenge to feminist theory is that it would be more powerful if it could attend to biological data
and tolerate its own capacity for harm.
What is time? The 5th-century philosopher St Augustine famously said that he knew what time was, so long as no one asked him. Is time a
fourth dimension similar to space or does it flow in some sense? And if it flows, does it make sense to say how fast? Does the future exist? Is
time travel possible? Why does time seem to pass in only one direction?These questions and others are among the deepest and most subtle
that one can ask, but "Introducing Time" presents them - many for the first time - in an easily accessible, lucid and engaging manner, wittily
illustrated by Ralph Edney.
Stephen Hawking is the world-famous physicist with a cameo in "The Simpsons on his CV", but outside his academic field his work is little
understood. To the public he is a tragic figure - a brilliant scientist and author of the 9 million-copy-selling "A Brief History of Time", and yet
confined to a wheelchair and almost completely paralysed. Hawking's major contribution to science has been to integrate the two great
theories of 20th-century physics - Einstein's General Theory of Relativity and Quantum Mechanics. J.P. McEvoy and Oscar Zarate's brilliant
graphic guide explores Hawking's life, the evolution of his work from his days as a student, and his breathtaking discoveries about where
these fundamental laws break down or overlap, such as on the edge of a Black Hole or at the origin of the Universe itself.
Why must we believe that God is dead? Can we accept that traditional morality is just a 'useful mistake'? Did the principle of 'the will to power'
lead to the Holocaust? What are the limitations of scientific knowledge? Is human evolution complete or only beginning? It is difficult to
overestimate the importance of Friedrich Nietzsche for our present epoch. His extraordinary insights into human psychology, morality, religion
and power seem quite clairvoyant today: existentialism, psychoanalysis, semiotics and postmodernism are plainly anticipated in his writings which are famously enigmatic and often contradictory."Introducing Nietzsche" is the perfect guide to this exhilarating and oft-misunderstood
philosopher.
A comic-book introduction to economics from David Orrell, the author of Economyths: 11 Ways Economics Gets it Wrong. With illustrations
from Borin Van Loon. Part of the internationally-recognised Introducing Graphic Guide series. Today, it seems, all things are measured by
economists. The so-called 'dismal science' has never been more popular - or, given its failure to predict or prevent the recent financial crisis,
more controversial. But what are the findings of economics? Is it really a science? And how can it help our lives? Introducing Economics
traces the history of the subject from the ancient Greeks to the present day. Orrell and Van Loon bring to life the contributions of great
economists - such as Adam Smith, Karl Marx, John Maynard Keynes and Milton Friedman - and delve into ideas from new areas such as
ecological and complexity economics that are revolutionizing the field.
This volume introduces the psychoanalyst Melanie Klein to the general field of education and traces her theories of mental life as an
emotional situation, through to problems of self/other relations in our own time. The case is made for Klein’s relevance and the difficulties her
theories pose to the activities of learning and pedagogical relation. Klein’s vocabulary—the paranoid/schizoid and depressive positions,
phantasy, object relations, projective identification, anxiety, envy, and the urge for reparation and gratitude— are discussed in terms of their
evolution and the designs of her main questions, all stemming from the problem of inhibition. Her contribution to an understanding of
symbolization and the shift from concrete thinking to greater freedom of mind is analyzed. The essay develops the following questions: why is
learning an emotional situation? How did Klein’s life and larger history influence her views? What are her central theories of mental life? Why
did Klein focus on anxiety and phantasies as making up the life of the mind? What is object relations theory? And, what does Klein’s model
of the self proffer to contemporary education in schools and in universities?
The ideas of psychoanalysis have permeated Western culture. It is the dominant paradigm through which we understand our emotional lives,
and Freud still finds himself an iconic figure. Yet despite the constant stream of anti-Freud literature, little is known about contemporary
psychoanalysis. Introducing Psychoanalysis redresses the balance. It introduces psychoanalysis as a unified 'theory of the unconscious' with
a variety of different theoretical and therapeutic approaches, explains some of the strange ways in which psychoanalysts think about the
mind, and is one of the few books to connect psychoanalysis to everyday life and common understanding of the world. How do
psychoanalysts conceptualize the mind? Why was Freud so interested in sex? Is psychoanalysis a science? How does analysis work? In
answering these questions, this book offers new insights into the nature of psychoanalytic theory and original ways of describing therapeutic
practice. The theory comes alive through Oscar Zarate's insightful and daring illustrations, which enlighten the text. In demystifying and
explaining psychoanalysis, this book will be of interest to students, teachers and the general public.
Illustrated guide to the crucial Italian philosopher and author of The Prince. 'Machiavellian' is a popular byword for treachery and opportunism.
Machiavelli's classic book on statecraft, The Prince, published over 400 years ago, remains controversial to this day because of its
electrifying frankness as a practical guide to power. Is it a how-to manual for dictators, a cynical philosophy of 'the end justifies the means', or
a more complex and subtle analysis of successful government? Machiavelli was a loyal servant of the Florentine republic. His opposition to
Medici despotism led him to torture on the rack and exile, and yet he chose as his model for the Prince the most notorious tyrant, Cesare
Borgia. Introducing Machiavelli traces the colourful life of this paradoxical realist whose clear-sighted patriotism made him the first truly
modern political scientist. Machiavelli is seen as central to the postmodern debate on Civil Society. This book brings the creative turbulence
of Renaissance Italy to life, and presents a compelling portrait of a key figure of European political history.
»Die Geschichten, die wir über uns selbst erzählen, mögen nicht wahr sein, aber sie sind alles, was wir haben.« Wir alle erzählen
Geschichten - Schriftsteller alleine für sich, wir für andere, gemeinsam mit einem Therapeuten, um das Rätsel unserer Biographie zu lösen.
Wir sind von Geschichten umstellt und spinnen sie in einem fort. Doch steckt überhaupt eine Wahrheit hinter den Varianten, Versuchen,
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Projektionen? J. M. Coetzee geht in seinem Austausch und Briefwechsel mit der Psychotherapeutin Arabella Kurtz diesen Fragen nach.
Ausgehend von seiner eigenen Arbeit, mit Exkursen zu Dostojewskij und Cervantes sowie Rückgriffen auf das eigene Leben, diskutieren sie
Antworten in dem von Sigmund Freud und Melanie Klein abgesteckten Feld. »Coetzees Stil ist wie immer eindringlich und konzentriert ...
Kurtz erweckt die psychoanalytischen Konzepte und Praxis mit einer seltenen Präzision und Unmittelbarkeit zum Leben.« Literary Review
Covering thinkers from Aristotle to Saussure and Chomsky, "Introducing Linguistics" reveals the rules and beauty that underlie language, our
most human skill.
If a butterfly flaps its wings in Brazil, does it cause a tornado in Texas? Chaos theory attempts to answer such baffling questions. The
discovery of randomness in apparently predictable physical systems has evolved into a science that declares the universe to be far more
unpredictable than we have ever imagined. Introducing Chaos explains how chaos makes its presence felt in events from the fluctuation of
animal populations to the ups and downs of the stock market. It also examines the roots of chaos in modern maths and physics, and explores
the relationship between chaos and complexity, the unifying theory which suggests that all complex systems evolve from a few simple rules.
This is an accessible introduction to an astonishing and controversial theory.
Freud revolutionized the way we think about ourselves. His psychoanalytic terms such as Id, Ego, libido, neurosis and Oedipus Complex
have become a part of our everyday vocabulary. But do we know what they really mean? "Introducing Freud" successfully demystifies the
facts of Freud's discovery of psychoanalysis. Irreverent and witty but never trivial, the book tells the story of Freud's life and ideas from his
upbringing in 19th-century Vienna, his early medical career and his encounter with cocaine, to the gradual evolution of his theories on the
unconscious, dreams and sexuality. With its combination of brilliantly clever artwork and incisive text, this book has achieved international
success as one of the most entertaining and informative introductions to the father of psychoanalysis.

The term 'feminism' came into English usage around the 1890s, but women's conscious struggle to resist discrimination and sexist
oppression goes much further back. This completely new and updated edition of "Introducing Feminism" surveys the major
developments that have affected women's lives from the 17th century to the present day. "Introducing Feminism" is an invaluable
reference book for anyone seeking the story of how feminism reconfigured the world for women and men alike.
Der Band bietet eine leicht zugängliche, umfassende vielseitige Einführung in die Geschichte der Psychologie und ihre wichtigsten
Vertreter.
What really happens at the most fundamental levels of nature? Introducing Particle Physics explores the very frontiers of our
knowledge, even showing how particle physicists are now using theory and experiment to probe our very concept of what is real.
From the earliest history of the atomic theory through to supersymmetry, micro-black holes, dark matter, the Higgs boson, and the
possibly mythical graviton, practising physicist and CERN contributor Tom Whyntie gives us a mind-expanding tour of cutting-edge
science. Featuring brilliant illustrations from Oliver Pugh, Introducing Particle Physics is a unique tour through the most astonishing
and challenging science being undertaken today.
"Introducing Genetics" takes readers on a journey through this new science to the discovery of DNA and the heart of the human
gene map. In everyday life, many of us increasingly have to make moral decisions where genetics plays a part. This book gives us
the information to do so.
Can you spot a lie? Using a unique, visual approach to explore the science of behaviour, Read People shows how understanding
why people act in certain ways will make you more adept at communication, more persuasive and a better judge of the motivations
of others. The increasing speed of communication in the modern world makes it more important than ever to understand the subtle
behaviours behind everyday interactions. In 20 dip-in lessons, Rita Carter translates the signs that reveal a person's true feelings
and intentions and exposes how these signals drive relationships, crowds and even society's behaviour. Learn the influencing
tools used by leaders and recognise the fundamental patterns of behaviour that shape how we act and how we communicate. At
Build and Become we believe in building knowledge that helps you navigate your world. Our books help you make sense of the
changing world around you by taking you from concept to real-life application through 20 accessible lessons designed to make you
think. Create your library of knowledge. For further information on Build&Become, follow us on Instagram, Twitter and Facebook
Kleinian psychoanalysis has recently experienced a renaissance in academic and clinical circles. Reading Melanie Klein responds
to the upsurge of interest in her work by bringing together the most innovative and challenging essays on Kleinian thought from the
last two decades. The book features material which appears here for the first time in English, and several newly written chapters.
Reading Melaine Klein recontextualizes Klein to the more well-known works of Freud and Lacan and disproves the long-held claim
that her psychoanalysis is both too normative and too conservative for critical consideration. The essays address Klein's distinctive
readings of the unconscious and phantasy, her tenacious commitment to the death drive, her fecund notions of anxiety, projection
and projective identification and, most famously, her challenge to Freud's Oedipus complex and theories of sexual difference. The
authors demonstrate that not only is it possible to rethink the epistemological basis of Kleinian theory, rendering it as vital as those
of Freud and Lacan, but also that her psychoanalysis can engage in powerful and productive dialogue with diverse disciplines
such as politics, ethics and literary theory. This timely collection is an invaluable addition to the scholarship on Melaine Kein and
catalyst for further debate not only within the psychoanalytic community but also across social, critical and cultural studies.
Introducing Melanie KleinIcon Books

Was Marx himself a 'Marxist'? Was his visionary promise of socialism betrayed by Marxist dictatorship? Is Marxism
inevitably totalitarian? What did Marx really say? "Introducing Marxism" provides a fundamental account of Karl Marx's
original philosophy, its roots in 19th century European ideology, his radical economic and social criticism of capitalism
that inspired vast 20th century revolutions. It assesses Marxism's Russian disciples, Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin who forged
a ruthless dogmatic Communism. The book examines the alternative Marxist approaches of Gramsci, the Frankfurt
School of critical theory and the structuralist Marxism of Althusser in the 1960s. It marshals postmodern interpretations of
Marxism and raises the spectre of 'post-Marxism' in Derrida's confrontation with Fukuyama's 'end of history' doctrine.
Anthropology originated as the study of 'primitive' cultures. But the notion of 'primitive' exposes presumptions of 'civilized'
superiority and the right of the West to speak for 'less evolved' others. With the fall of Empire, anthropology became
suspect and was torn by dissension from within. Did anthropology serve as a 'handmaiden to colonialism'? Is it a
'science' created by racism to prove racism? Can it aid communication between cultures, or does it reinforce our
differences? "Introducing Anthropology" is a fascinating account of an uncertain human science seeking to transcend its
unsavoury history. It traces the evolution of anthropology from its genesis in Ancient Greece to its varied forms in
contemporary times. Anthropology's key concepts and methods are explained, and we are presented with such big-name
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anthropologists as Franz Boas, Bronislaw Malinowski, E.E. Evans-Pritchard, Margaret Mead and Claude Levi-Strauss.
The new varieties of self-critical and postmodern anthropologies are examined, and the leading question - of the impact
of anthropology on non-Western cultures - is given centre-stage. "Introducing Anthropology" is lucid in its arguments, its
good humour supported by apt and witty illustrations. This book offers a highly accessible invitation into anthropology.
What is psychotherapy? How can we choose wisely from so much on offer? This book provides a valuable summary of
the main therapies: the "talking cures" of psychoanalysis, behavioral and cognitive techniques, somatic solutions,
humanist gestalt and existential approaches, and individual and group therapies.
Father of existentialism or the Eeyore of philosophy? Known as the first modern theologian, Søren Kierkegaard was a
prolific writer of the Danish ‘golden age’. A philosopher, poet and social critic, his key concepts of angst, despair, and
the importance of the individual, influenced many 20th-century philosophers and literature throughout Europe. Dave
Robinson and Oscar Zarate’s brilliant graphic guide explains what Kierkegaard means by 'anti-philosophy', and tells an
illuminating story of the strange life and ideas of a man tortured by his attempts to change the very priorities of Western
thought.
What is the place of individual choice and consequence in a post-Holocaust world of continuing genocidal ethnic
cleansing? Is "identity" now a last-ditch cultural defence of ethnic nationalisms and competing fundamentalisms? In a
climate of instant information, free markets and possible ecological disaster, how do we define "rights", self-interest and
civic duties? What are the acceptable limits of scientific investigation and genetic engineering, the rights and wrongs of
animal rights, euthanasia and civil disobedience?"Introducing Ethics" confronts these dilemmas, tracing the arguments of
the great moral thinkers, including Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Hobbes and Kant, and brings us up to date with postmodern
critics.
INTRODUCING guide to the pioneering child psychoanalyst. Born in Vienna in 1882, Melanie Klein became a pioneer in
child psychoanalysis and developed several ground-breaking concepts about the nature and crucial importance of the
early stages of infantile development. Although she was a devoted Freudian, many of her ideas were seen within the
psychoanalytic movement as highly controversial, and this led to heated conflicts, particularly with Freud's daughter,
Anna. Introducing Melanie Klein brilliantly explains Klein's ideas, and shows the importance of her startling discoveries
which raised such opposition at the time and are only now being recognized for their explanatory power. Her concepts of
the depressive position and the paranoid-schizoid position are now in common usage and her work has to be taken
seriously by psychoanalysts the world over. She is also now important in many academic fields within the human
sciences.
This practical guide will provide readers with the ideal ‘way-in' to counselling, whether they are looking to use counselling
skills to enhance their existing helping role or are taking their first steps towards becoming a professional counsellor.
What is psychology? When did it begin? Where did it come from? How does psychology compare with related subjects such as psychiatry
and psychotherapy? To what extent is it scientific? "Introducing Psychology" answers all these questions and more, explaining what the
subject has been in the past and what it is now. The main "schools" of thought and the sections within psychology are described, including
Introspection, Biopsychology, Psychoanalysis, Behaviourism, Comparative (Animal) Psychology, Cognitive Approaches (including the Gestalt
movement), Social Psychology, Developmental Psychology and Humanism. The key figures covered include: Freud, Pavlov, Skinner,
Bandura, Piaget, Bowlby, Maslow and Rogers, as well as many lesser-known but important psychologists.
Quantum theory confronts us with bizarre paradoxes which contradict the logic of classical physics. At the subatomic level, one particle
seems to know what the others are doing, and according to Heisenberg's "uncertainty principle", there is a limit on how accurately nature can
be observed. And yet the theory is amazingly accurate and widely applied, explaining all of chemistry and most of physics. "Introducing
Quantum Theory" takes us on a step-by-step tour with the key figures, including Planck, Einstein, Bohr, Heisenberg and Schrodinger. Each
contributed at least one crucial concept to the theory. The puzzle of the wave-particle duality is here, along with descriptions of the two
questions raised against Bohr's "Copenhagen Interpretation" - the famous "dead and alive cat" and the EPR paradox. Both remain
unresolved.
What might a 'theory of everything' look like? Is science an ideology? Who were Adorno, Horkheimer or the Frankfurt School? The decades
since the 1960s have seen an explosion in the production of critical theories. Deconstructionists, poststructuralists, postmodernists, secondwave feminists, new historicists, cultural materialists, postcolonialists, black critics and queer theorists, among a host of others, all vie for our
attention. Stuart Sim and Borin Van Loon's incisive graphic guide provides a route through the tangled jungle of competing ideas and
provides an essential historical context, situating these theories within tradition of critical analysis going back to the rise of Marxism. They
present the essential methods and objectives of each theoretical school in an incisive and accessible manner, and pay special attention to
recurrent themes and concerns that have preoccupied a century of critical theoretical activity.
What connects Marliyn Monroe, Disneyworld, "The Satanic Verses" and cyber space? Answer: Postmodernism. But what exactly is
postmodernism? This graphic guide explains clearly the maddeningly enigmatic concept that has been used to define the world's cultural
condition over the last three decades. "Introducing Postmodernism" tracks the idea back to its roots by taking a tour of some of the most
extreme and exhilarating events, people and thought of the last 100 years: in art - constructivism, conceptual art, Marcel Duchamp, Jackson
Pollock and Andy Warhol; in politics and history - McCarthy's witch-hunts, feminism, Francis Fukuyama and the Holocaust; in philosophy - the
work of Derrida, Baudrillard, Foucault and Heidegger. The book also explores postmodernism's take on today, and the anxious grip of
globalisation, unpredictable terrorism and unforeseen war that greeted the dawn of the 21st century. Regularly controversial, rarely
straightforward and seldom easy, postmodernism is nonetheless a thrilling intellectual adventure. "Introducing Postmodernism" is the ideal
guide.
What makes philosophy on the continent of Europe so different and exciting? And why does it have such a reputation for being 'difficult'?
Continental philosophy was initiated amid the revolutionary ferment of the 18th century, philosophers such as Kant and Hegel confronting the
extremism of the time with theories that challenged the very formation of individual and social consciousness. Covering the great
philosophers of the modern and postmodern eras – from Nietzsche, Heidegger, Derrida and Deleuze right to up Agamben and Žižek – and
philosophical movements from German idealism to deconstruction and feminism – Christopher Kul-Want and Piero brilliantly elucidate some
of the most thrilling and powerful ideas ever to have been discussed.
Logic is the backbone of Western civilization, holding together its systems of philosophy, science and law. Yet despite logic's widely
acknowledged importance, it remains an unbroken seal for many, due to its heavy use of jargon and mathematical symbolism.This book
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follows the historical development of logic, explains the symbols and methods involved and explores the philosophical issues surrounding the
topic in an easy-to-follow and friendly manner. It will take you through the influence of logic on scientific method and the various sciences
from physics to psychology, and will show you why computers and digital technology are just another case of logic in action.
In zwei aufeinander bezogenen und sich ergänzenden Beiträgen zeigen Melanie Klein und Joan Riviere, wie die menschlichen Gefühle und
Verhaltensweisen in allen Lebensphasen von dem Urkonflikt zwischen Liebe und Hass weitgehend bestimmt werden. Joan Riviere behandelt
dabei vornehmlich den Hass und die mit ihm verknüpften Aggressionen von deren frühkindlichen Formen bis zu ihren Erscheinungen im
Gefühlsleben Erwachsener. Sie beschreibt, wie erst das Abreagieren, Ablenken und Absichern der destruktiven Kräfte zusammen mit der
komplizierten Anpassung an den entgegengesetzten Primärtrieb, die Liebe, über die emotionale Entwicklung des Menschen und über das
Mass seiner Lebenssicherheit und Lustausbeute entscheiden. Melanie Klein geht in ihrem Beitrag stärker auf die Triebkraft der Liebe und die
Entwicklung zur Liebensfähigkeit der Erwachsenen ein. Sie zeigt, wie sich aus frühkindlicher Aggression Schuldgefühle - und davon
ausgelöst Ängste und mit ihnen einhergehende Verzweiflung und Trauer - entwicklen. Deren Ausgleichung durch die Entwicklung des
Dranges nach Wiedergutmachung ermöglichen dann die Entstehung befriedigender Beziehungen zu geliebten Menschen, deren Kreis sich
allmählich erweitert sowie die Ausbildung konstruktiver Interessen. Zusammen stellen die Autorinnen klar und leicht verständlich dar, wie das
Mass der Nichtbewältigung dieses "Urkonfliktes" zwischen Liebe und Hass über unsere psychischen Störungen entscheidet und wie die
lebenslang immer neu zu leistende Bewältigung dieses Urkonfliktes uns befähigt, in Frieden mit uns und den anderen zu leben und im
wahren Sinne des Wortes lieben zu können.
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